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INSTALLATION & FAQ
When purchasing your Elasco Cable Protectors, be sure to consider all of your project requirements, including 
the number of channels, the size of the channels, and your load bearing.

Where are your products manufactured? 
 
Our Elasco Protectors are all manufactured in the USA. All our materials are sourced domestically and  
produced at our facility in Southern California. 
 
Are Elasco Products’ cable protectors compliant? 
 
Elasco Products is compliant with numerous domestic agencies, including OSHA (Occupational Safety and  
Health Administration) and NEC (National Electric Code).

We are also compliant with European standards, including both REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation 
and Restriction of Chemicals) and RoHS ( Restriction of Hazardous Substances). 
 
Can you ship internationally? 
 
Yes, Elasco Products can ship to anywhere approved by the US State Department. 
 
I have a custom project which needs a custom solution, can Elasco help? 
 
Elasco Products’ engineering team can customize almost any product. Contact our sales team to find your 
product solution. 
 
How is my load capacity calculated?
 
Based on the overall weight of your load, plus the tire size and number of tires on your axle, we can calculate the 
capacity that our products can withstand. All our products are rated for vehicle traffic but contact us if you would like 
more information on extreme heavy load situations.
 
How do I clean the products? 
 
Simply use ordinary soap and water to clean your Elasco Cable Protectors.

Step 1:  When positioning your Elasco Cable Protectors, aim to have traffic 
approaching the product from the hinge side first.  Avoid irregular 
surfaces where possible; water and other fluids can collect and create 
a slipping hazard.

Step 2:  When connecting the pieces together, always have the female side on 
top of the male side of the product (see picture to the right). 
Push down on the pieces at the connecting points. 

Step 3:  Now you are ready to flip open the lid and insert your cables into your 
Elasco Cable Protectors.  Start by placing cables in the channel closest 
to the leading edge.  Be sure to always load the most sensitive cables 
and hoses closest to the hinge-side of your Elasco Cable Protectors. 
Do not overfill the channels; this can cause damage or cause a tripping 
hazard.  Once the cables are laid out, either tuck the lid under the lip of 
your Protector or, if applicable, secure the buttons on the lid to the base 
of your Elasco Cable Protectors.
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FOR FULL WARRANTY INFORMATION
http://elascoproducts.com/warranty
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